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We prove that given a sequence of seminorms (p,) on the space I, which con- 
verges pointwise to zero, there exist separable subspaces of I, which do not admit 
of any strong M-decomposition (G,) with the associated sequence of projections 
(u,) satisfying II u, /I -’ II v,(x)11 <p,(x), for each n and X. Consequently, these sub- 
spaces also do not admit of any strong M-basis or any Schauder decomposition 
satisfying similar conditions. ri‘ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Dean [ 1 ] proved that certain non-separable Banach spaces do not admit 
of any Schauder decomposition. An example of a separable Banach space 
without basis was given by Enflo [S]. Meanwhile, as a generalization of 
the notion of a basis, strong M-bases were first considered by Ruckle [9] 
without using any special term for it, who also observed in [lo] that 
every separable Banach space has an M-basis which is not strong. Many 
examples of strong M-bases which are not bases are also known [12, 
Example 7.11. The following problems have since been raised: 
(1) Does every separable Banach space have a Schauder decomposi- 
tion? 
(2) Does every separable Banach space have a strong M-basis? 
The first problem was raised by Retherford [S, Problem l] while the 
other by Davis and Singer [3, Problem 21. In this paper we prove a result 
which appears to be a step towards possible negative solutions of these 
problems. 
A sequence (G,) of non-zero closed linear subspaces of a Banach space 
E is said to be an M-decomposition of E if there exists a sequence (0,) of 
bounded linear projections on E with u,(E) = G, for each n, satisfying 
(i) u, . u, = 0 whenever n # m, 
(ii) span of lJ,“= , G, is dense in E, 
(iii) u,(x)=0 for all n, imply x=0. 
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The sequence (u,) is said to be the associated sequence of projections to 
(G,). Note that for each n, the function on E defined by 
P,(X) = II 0, II ~ ’ II %(X) II 9 
is a seminorm on E. Further, p,(x) + 0 as n + cc and for each x E E. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (G,) be an M-decomposition of E with the a.s.p. 
(u,). A sequence of seminorms (p,) on E, with p,(x) + 0 for each x, is said 
to be a pointwise bound for (G,) if 
II un II ~ 1 II u,(x)ll GP,(Xh 
forallxEEandn=l,2,.... 
DEFINITION 2. An M-decomposition (G,) of E with the associated 
sequence of projections (u,), is said to be strong if for every XE E, 
x belongs to the closed linear span of Ung n(xJ G,, where /l(x) = 
{n : u,(x) # 0). 
An M-decomposition (G,) with the associated sequence of projections 
(u,) is a Schauder decomposition if the series C,“= i u,(x) converges to x in 
norm for each x. Clearly, every Schauder decomposition is a strong 
M-decomposition. In fact strong M-decomposition generalizes the concept 
of a strong M-basis [ 12, Definition 8.41. Indeed, if (G,) is a strong 
M-decomposition and each G, is one-dimensional and is generated by x,, 
then (x,) is a strong M-basis. We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let (p,) be a sequence of seminorms on E= I, which satisfies 
p,(x) -+ 0 for each x E E. Then E has separable subspaces which do not admit 
of any strong M-decomposition pointwise bounded by (p,). 
The theorem gives partial answers to problems 1 and 2, with the extra 
assumption of pointwise boundedness, which are as follows: 
COROLLARY 1. Let (p,) be as in the theorem. Then E has separable sub- 
spaces which do not admit of any Schauder decomposition pointwise bounded 
by (PA. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (p,) be as in the theorem. Then E has a separable 
subspace G which does not admit of any strong M-basis (x,) with the 
associated sequence of functionals (fn) in G* satisfying 
II fn II ~ l I fn(x)l G P,(X)? 
forallxEGandn=1,2,.... 
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Let us mention briefly the main points of the proof of the theorem. We 
start by defining an equivalent norm on E= 1, and use it to construct a 
sequence (x,) and a point .Y in E, by a method given by Lindenstrauss in 
[6], such that (x,,) does not converge to x. Let F be any separable sub- 
space of E which contains the sequence (x,,) and the point x. Finally, WC 
show that if F has a strong M-decomposition pointwise bounded by (p,,) 
then using Troyanski’s sufficient condition [ 1 l] for the existence of a 
locally uniformly convex norm, (x,,) can be made to converge to x, which 
is a contradiction. We may recall that a norm 11. /I on a Banach space E is 
said to be locally uniformly convex if whenever )I x 11 = Ij x,, I/ = 1, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
and lim, _ co /I x + x, /I = 2, we have lim Y =x. We shall denote by J, II - 1 . ,I 
the Day’s locally uniformly convex norm [7] on co and for any 
Y=(&JEln., we shall write a(y) for the set {n : a,, # 0). Also, for 
y,, . . . . y, E 1, we shall write p (y, , . . . . yk) for the set N\U:=, o(y,). Finally, 
we recall the following lemma which will be needed in the proof of our 
theorem. 
LEMMA [ 111. Suppose that all terms of the sequence (p,) are either 
seminorms or linear functionals defined on a linear space E. Let the operator 
Q, defined by Qx = (p,(x)) map E into cO. Then J(Qx) is a seminorm on E. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let (p,) be a sequence of seminorms on E = I, 
such that lim .,,p,(x)=Oforeachx~E.WedefineamapQ,:E-+c,by 
i 
2’--n(l +(l -n)2)lixil (m = 3n - 2, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
(Qlx)(m) = dn (m=3n-l,n=1,2 ,... ), 
P,(X) (m = 3n, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
Then by the lemma the function on E given by 
IIxi11=2J(Q,x)= f 22(‘pn) 
n=l 
(Qlx(n))2)“2j 
is a seminorm on E. Since the norm J is equivalent to the usual sup norm 
on ce, the seminorm 11. /Ii is in fact a norm and there is a K> 1 such that 
II x II G II x II 1 d K II x II > 
for all x E E. In fact, we may take K = max(C, 2$/J?), where C > 0 
satisfies p,(x) < C II x II for all x E E. Let K, be given by 
&=~~P~/I~III: XEE, (IxII=l}. Let x,=(aj”)~E with /)xJj=l such 
that 
(3K,+ 1)/4G 11x1 /II. 
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Without any loss of generality we may assume that p(x,) is infinite. Let S, 
be an infinite subset of p(x,) such that p(x,)\S, is infinite and i, be an 
integer in p(x,)\S,. Define 
F,={y=(~I)~E:~~y~~=1,~~i,~=1,~i=~~1)fori~~(x,)uS, 
and p(y, x,)\S, is infinite}. 
Let K,=sup{I~yII,:y~F~].Sinceforeachy~F~,2~,-~EF,, wehave 
II 2x1 II - 1 = II 2x1 II - II Y II G II 2x1 -Y II G II 2x, --Y II 1 d K,, 
whence 
K,-l<(K,-1)/2. 
Let x2 = (CC!*‘) E E with II x2 11 = 1 such that 
(3K, + 1)/4d (I x2 Ill. 
Again, we may assume that p(x,, x,)\S, is infinite. Let S, be an infinite 
subset of p(x,, x,)\S, such that p(xI, x,)\uf=, S, is infinite and let 
i, E p(x,, x,)\Uf=, Si. Define 
Y=(B~)EE:II~II=~,IB~~I=~,B;=~~*) 
for in 6 cr(xj) IJ f Sj 
j= 1 J=I 
2 
and p( y, x1, x2)\ u Sj is infinite 
j= 1 
Let K, = sup { II y )I 1 : y E F2}. Then as above II 2x, II - 1~ K,, whence 
K,-l<(K,-1)/2d(K,-1)/4. 
Proceeding by induction we obtain for each n, x, = (al”)) E E, S, c N, 
F,, c E, real number K,, > 1 and positive integer i, which satisfy 
(a) x,EF,-~ and1<llx,II,<K,-,, 
(b) K,-16(K,-1)/Y, 
(c) S, is an infinite subset of p(x,, . . . . x,)\(UT:j S,) 
such that p(x,, . . . . x,)\( Uy= 1 Sj) is infinite, 
(d) i, E P(X, , . . . . x,)\(Uy=, S,) and Ic1i:+‘)l = 1, 
(e) aj:‘=cr~-“forkEU;:~ a(x,)fJU;:~ S,. 
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Now consider x,, = (yi) E E such that for each n 
and 
1, -0 
ik- 3 for 
Note that for each n, both x0 and (x,, +x,)/2 are in F,,, so that 
1 d II II xn 1 d K I (n = 1, 2, . ..). 
1 G II x0 II 1 G K and 2 d II x, +x,, II d 2K,, (n = 1, 2, . ..). 
Let F be any separable subspace of E such that F contains the sequence 
(x,) and the point x0. If possible let (G,) be a strong M-decomposition of 
F with the asociated sequence of projections (u,) which is bounded 
pointwise by (p,). Then 
b(x) = II un II -’ II ~,(X)ll <P,(X), 
for all x E F and IZ = 1, 2, . . . Note that for each x E E and E > 0 the set 
{n : t,(x) > E} is infinite. Let for each PZ, the set { ej”‘: i = 1, 2, . . . } be dense 
in G,. Let @,, denote the family of all subsets of natural numbers con- 
taining at the most IZ elements and % that of all finite subsets of natural 
numbers. Define the following seminorms on F: 
f;(x) =inf x- C pi i ajj)ej” : pi, CX~” are scalars 
jeA i=l !I 
(AE!a,n= 1,2, . ..). 
gAtX)= 1 r,(x) (A l a), 
flEA 
h,(x) = sup {f?-“(x) + (n - 1) g,(x): A E @“} (n = 1, 2, . ..). 
where f?‘(x) = /I x /I. Then h,(x) d (1 + (1 - n)2)ll x II for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
We define a map Q, : F+ co by 
2’p”h,(x) (m = 3n - 2, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
(Q2xMm) = dn (m = 3n - 1, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
t,(x) (m = 3n, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
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Note that (Qzx)(m)< (Qix)(m) for all XE F and m = 1,2, . . . . Then by the 
lemma, the function on F given by 
IjxII,=2J(Q,x)= f 22(1-n) 
fl=l 
(Q,x(~)‘)‘;’ 
defines a norm on F which satisfies 
II x II d II x II 2 G II x II I? 
for all XE F. It follows that for all n 
1 d I/x,l/2~K-1~ 
1 G II%II2~K and 26 IIx,+x,I/,d2K,. 
Then, using (b), we have 
/I x0 /I 2 = lim II x, )I2 = lim K,, = 1, 
n-cc n-cc 
lim II x, + x0 /I = 2. 
n-cc 
Now, since (a,) + (a,/~) is a one-to-one operator of F into co and (F,) is 
a strong M-decomposition of F, the norm 11. II2 on F is locally uniformly 
convex (see [2, p. 101, Theorem 2 and its proof]), whence lim,, o. x,=x. 
Finally, note that I yik I= 1 for every k and a:’ = 0 for j > k. Let 4 be the 
functional on I, defined by d(y)= LIM,, ocI (y,J,), for y= (fli)~fco, 
where the left hand side denotes a Banach limit [4, p. 731. Then 4(x,) = 0, 
for all k while 4(x0) = 1. This is a contradiction. 
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